Contractions

Change the words in parenthesis into a contraction and write them on the lines to complete the sentences.

1. ___________________________ going to my favorite restaurant.  (we are)
2. I think ___________________________ order a hamburger.  (I will)
3. Kenny says ___________________________ get a milkshake.  (he will)
4. I hope ___________________________ open when we get there.  (they are)
5. ___________________________ almost eleven o’clock at night.  (it is)
6. Some restaurants ___________________________ open that late.  (are not)
7. If we leave now, ___________________________ arrive before they close.  (we will)
8. I ___________________________ be ready to go for ten more minutes.  (will not)
9. We ___________________________ wait that long.  (cannot)
10. ___________________________ so hungry I could eat a horse.  (I am)
11. You ___________________________ ordered a fish sandwich.  (could have)
12. I ___________________________ because they were all out of fish.  (could not)
13. ___________________________ like some extra ketchup with my meal.  (I would)
14. The cashier said ___________________________ give you some extra ketchup.  (she will)
15. ___________________________ such a nice person.  (she is)
16. You ___________________________ talk with your mouth full.  (should not)
Change the words in parenthesis into a contraction and write them on the lines to complete the sentences.

1. **We're** going to my favorite restaurant. (**we are**)
2. I think **I'll** order a hamburger. (**I will**)
3. **Kenny says** he'll get a milkshake. (**he will**)
4. I hope **they're** open when we get there. (**they are**)
5. It's **almost eleven o'clock at night**. (**it is**)
6. **Some restaurants** aren't open that late. (**are not**)
7. If we leave now, **we'll** arrive before they close. (**we will**)
8. I **won't** be ready to go for ten more minutes. (**will not**)
9. We **can't** wait that long. (**cannot**)
10. **I'm** so hungry I could eat a horse. (**I am**)
11. **You could've** ordered a fish sandwich. (**could have**)
12. I **couldn't** because they were all out of fish. (**could not**)
13. I'd **like some extra ketchup with my meal**. (**I would**)
14. The cashier said **she'll** give you some extra ketchup. (**she will**)
15. **She's** such a nice person. (**she is**)
16. You **shouldn't** talk with your mouth full. (**should not**)
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